Eagleburger's one-on-one meeting with Ismet Kittani March 15 to reinforce the main message of the U.S. side: our condemnation of Iraqi CW use was made as part of strong U.S. commitment to long standing policy, and not as a...
PRO-IRANIAN/ANTI-IRAQI GESTURE. OUR DESIRES AND OUR ACTIONS TO PREVENT AN IRANIAN VICTORY AND TO CONTINUE THE PROGRESS OF OUR BILATERAL RELATIONS REMAIN UNDIMINISHED. EAGLEBURGER ELABORATED ON THESE POINTS IN A LARGER DISCUSSION INCLUDING EX-MINISTER OF CULTURE AND INFORMATION HASHIMI, IRAQINT CHIEF HAMDOUN, AMB. FAIRBANKS, NEA DAS PLACKE, AND S/P RODMAN. FAIRBANKS DISCUSSED EFFORTS TO RESTRICT THE FLOW OF ARMS TO IRAN.

EAGLEBURGER EMPHASIZED CONTINUED STRONG USG SUPPORT FOR IRAQ-JORDAN PIPELINE PROJECT, PROMISING THE USG'S BEST EFFORTS TO SECURE EXIM ASSISTANCE WHEN THIS QUESTION COMES TO EXIM FOR DECISION. HASHIMI NOTED THAT THE GULF COULD "BLOW UP IN YOUR FACE" AT ANY TIME. KITTANI REPORTED ON HIS TALKS ON THE HILL, MENTIONING THE TERRORISM ISSUE AND THE IMPORTANCE OF PREVENTING THE TRANSFER OF OUR EMBASSY TO JERUSALEM. HE URGED THE U.S. TO PAY CAREFUL ATTENTION TO KING HUSSEIN'S STATEMENT OF DISSATISFACTION WITH U.S. POLICY, AND TO AVOID CREATING THE IMPRESSION THAT SYRIA HAD WON SOME KIND OF VICTORY OVER THE U.S. IN LEBANON. KITTANI ALSO WAS ASKED TO CONVEY THE VICE PRESIDENT'S INVITATION TO IRAQI DEPARTMENT TARIQ AZIZ TO VISIT THE VP IN WASHINGTON AT A MUTUALLY CONVENIENT TIME. END SUMMARY.

4. CHEMICAL WEAPONS: EAGLEBURGER BEGAN THE DISCUSSION BY TAKING KITTANI ASIDE TO EMPHASIZE THE CENTRAL MESSAGE HE WANTED HIM TO TAKE BACK: OUR POLICY OF FIRM OPPOSITION SECRET

TO THE PROHIBITED USE OF CW WHEREVER IT OCCURS NECESSITATED OUR MARCH 5 STATEMENT CONDEMNING IRAQ'S USE OF CW. THE STATEMENT WAS NOT INTENDED TO PROVIDE FUEL FOR KHOMEINI'S PROPAGANDA WAR, NOR TO IMPLY A SHIFT IN U.S. POLICY TOWARD IRAN AND IRAQ. THE U.S. WILL CONTINUE ITS EFFORTS TO HELP PREVENT AN IRANIAN VICTORY, AND EARNESTLY WISHES TO CONTINUE THE PROGRESS IN ITS RELATIONS WITH IRAQ. THE SECRETARY THEN ENTERED AND REITERATED THESE POINTS. KITTANI NOTED THAT THE MARCH 5 STATEMENT REGRETTABLY HAD PLAYED INTO KHOMEINI'S "MEDIA BLITZ," AND THANKED THE SECRETARY AND UNDER SECRETARY FOR THE CLARIFICATION OF THE U.S. POSITION.

5. ARMS TO IRAN: THE SECRETARY TOOK HIS LEAVE AS KITTANI AND EAGLEBURGER RETURNED TO THE LARGER GROUP. CONTINUING THE DISCUSSION OF U.S. EFFORTS TO PREVENT AN
IRANIAN VICTORY, EAGLEBURGER NOTED THAT THE SECRETARY HAD APPOINTED AMB. FAIRBANKS TO COORDINATE EFFORTS TO CRIMP THE FLOW OF ARMS TO IRAN. HOWEVER, AS WE WILL STATE TO THE PRESS IF ASKED, THERE IS NO NEW "SPECIAL UNIT" WITHIN THE DEPARTMENT DEDICATED TO THIS TASK. FAIRBANKS STRESSED THAT WE COULD NOT HOPE TO STOP ALL WESTERN ARMS FROM REACHING IRAN BECAUSE THE SOURCES ARE DIVERSE, WIDESPREAD, AND OFTEN BEYOND THE REACH OF COOPERATING GOVERNMENTS, PARTICULARLY IN THE CASE OF BASIC AMMUNITION AND EQUIPMENT. NONETHELESS, WE HAVE ACHIEVED SOME SUCCESS, AND ARE FOCUSING ON KEY ITEMS OF SOPHISTICATED EQUIPMENT THAT ARE EASIER TO TRACK AND IMPORTANT TO IRAN'S WAR EFFORT. AT A MINIMUM, WE ARE CONFIDENT OF HAVING TIGHTENED UP ON DIVERSION OF U.S. CONTROLLED ARMS. DAS PLACKE NOTED THE ADDITIONAL PROBLEM OF CONTROLLING EXPORTS OF DUAL USE EQUIPMENT, SUCH AS THE THOUSANDS OF U.S. MADE OUTBOARD MOTORS IRAN PURCHASED FOR THE SMALL BOATS BEING USED IN THE CURRENT OFFENSIVE. PLACKE DESCRIBED THREE CATEGORIES OF RESPONSES FROM OTHER GOVERNMENTS WE HAD APPROACHED: (1) OFFICIAL ASSURANCES SECRET

REGARDING HALTING SALES, BACKED BY EVIDENCE THAT THE GOVERNMENT IS SUCCEEDING IN ENFORCING SUCH ASSURANCES; (2) OFFICIAL ASSURANCES, WITH EVIDENCE OF LEAKAGE OF PRIVATE ARMS SALES; (3) OFFICIAL ASSURANCES, WITH EVIDENCE THAT THE GOVERNMENT IS NOT KEEPING ITS ASSURANCES.

6. SOUTH KOREA, TAIWAN, GREECE, SPAIN: HASHIMI SAID IRAQ BELIEVES SOUTH KOREA IS AN IMPORTANT SOURCE OF IRANIAN ARMS. KITTANI MENTIONED TAIWAN AS ANOTHER SOURCE. EAGLEBURGER NOTED THAT WHILE NORTH KOREA REMAINS IRAN'S MAJOR ARMS SUPPLIER, ELEMENTS OF THE ROK APPARENTLY ARE NOT COMPLYING WITH THE POLICY DECISION, AS EXPRESSED BY THE ROK MFA, TO PROHIBIT MILITARY SALES TO IRAN. HE HAD PERSONALLY RAISED THIS WITH FM LEE BUM SUK SHORTLY BEFORE HIS ASSASSINATION, AND HAD RENEWED HIS PERSONAL INTERVENTION WITH LEE'S SUCCESSOR LEE WON KYUNG. FAIRBANKS NOTED THAT WE HAD FOUND THAT OTHER GOVERNMENTS ALSO HAVE THE PROBLEM OF INTERNAL COORDINATION AMONG MFA, DEFENSE, AND EXPORTING AGENCIES. KITTANI ACKNOWLEDGED THAT THIS MAY BE THE CASE IN SPAIN AND GREECE, FOR EXAMPLE, BOTH OF WHOM HAVE GOOD RELATIONS WITH IRAQ AND HAD RECEIVED IRAQI DEMARCHES ON THIS ISSUE.

8. GULF WAR: HASHIMI STATED THE GULF "COULD BLOW UP IN YOUR FACE" AT ANY TIME. KITTANI QUICKLY STATED IRAQ'S HOPE THAT IT WOULD BLOW UP "NOT IN THE U.S.' FACE, BUT IN KHOMEINI'S." AND THanked EAGLEBURGER FOR THE UNDERSTANDING HE HAD SHOWN FOR IRAQ'S SITUATION IN THEIR MEETING LAST SEPTEMBER. EAGLEBURGER REITERATED THAT THE U.S. UNDERSTANDS THAT IRAQ IS AT WAR AND WILL NATURALLY PUT ITS OWN INTERESTS FIRST, BUT URGED IRAQ TO MAKE VERY CAREFUL CALCULATIONS OF THE POSSIBLY MONSTROUS CONSEQUENCES OF ITS ACTIONS IN THE AREA. HASHIMI STATED THAT IRAQ HAS A RIGHT TO CUT OFF IRAN'S OIL EXPORTS IF IT DOES NOT ALLOW IRAQ TO ENJOY THIS RIGHT. EAGLEBURGER NOTED THAT IT IS POSSIBLE TO BE "RIGHT" AND STILL DO SOMETHING THAT WOULD WORK AGAINST EVERYONE'S INTERESTS. FOR EXAMPLE, THERE WERE MANY IN VIENNA IN 1914 WHO WERE CONVINCED OF A RIGHT TO REDRESS FOR THE ASSASSINATION OF ARCHDUKE FERDINAND. AS IN EUROPE IN 1914, THE GULF IS THE INTERSECTION OF VITAL INTERESTS TO MANY PARTIES.
BEYOND THE IMMEDIATE DISPUTE.  
SECRET
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10. JORDAN: KITTANI URGED THE U.S. TO GIVE CAREFUL ATTENTION TO KING HUSSEIN'S STATEMENTS OF MISGIVINGS OVER U.S. POLICIES; THE KING IS VERY WISE AND THOUGHTFUL AND IS ONE OF OUR BEST AND OLDEST FRIENDS WHO TRIES VERY HARD TO MAINTAIN THE FRIENDSHIP. KITTANI HOPED THE KING'S NEW YORK TIMES INTERVIEW OF MARCH 15 WOULD NOT SET BACK U.S.-JORDANIAN RELATIONS. EAGLEBURGER REPLIED THAT WE SECRET
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VALUE OUR RELATIONS WITH JORDAN AND PAY CLOSE ATTENTION TO THE KING'S ADVICE; WE WORK EQUALLY HARD AT MAINTAINING OUR FRIENDSHIP. HOWEVER, SOMETIMES THE KING IS WRONG, AND WE HAVE TOLD HIM SO. WE WOULD PREFER TO DISCUSS OUR PROBLEMS IN PRIVATE, NOT IN THE NEW YORK TIMES. THE KING'S LATEST STATEMENTS HAVE MADE A DIFFICULT JOB IN THE CONGRESS ONLY MUCH WORSE. NONETHELESS, THE STRAINED

Current Class: SECRET
ATMOSPHERE WILL PASS QUICKLY AND WILL HAVE NO IMPACT ON OUR FIRM FRIENDSHIP FOR JORDAN AND COMMITMENT TO ITS SOVEREIGNTY AND SECURITY.

11. SYRIA: KITTANI SAID THE U.S. MEDIA ARE PRIMARILY RESPONSIBLE FOR SUPPORTING THE PERCEPTION THAT SYRIA HAD ACHIEVED SOME KIND OF VICTORY IN LEBANON; HE URGED THAT THE USG NOT SUPPORT SUCH AN UNFOUNDED PERCEPTION. IN IRAQ'S VIEW, SYRIA WILL CONTINUE TO HAVE ITS OWN SERIOUS ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL PROBLEMS AT HOME AND IN LEBANON, WHERE IT CAN ACHIEVE NOTHING CONSTRUCTIVE. AS ELSEWHERE IN ARAB AFFAIRS, INCLUDING THE ISSUE OF GREATEST IMPORTANCE TO IRAQ, SYRIA CAN ONLY HAVE SIGNIFICANT INFLUENCE AS A SPOILER. THE RECENT ARAB LEAGUE FOREIGN MINISTERS' MEETING IN BAGHDAD IS FURTHER EVIDENCE OF SYRIA'S ISOLATION: THE ARABS' UNEXPECTEDLY STRONG CONDEMNATION OF IRAN WAS AN IMPLICIT CONDEMNATION OF SYRIA AS WELL. EAGLEBURGER AGREED THAT ASSAD HAS HIS OWN PROBLEMS IN LEBANON AND AT HOME, AND WE GENERALLY SHARE THE IRAQI ASSESSMENT.

12. BILATERAL RELATIONS/VP INVITATION: EAGLEBURGER CLOSED THE MEETING BY REITERATING U.S. DESIRE TO SEE RELATIONS CONTINUE TO IMPROVE AT THE PACE IRAQ FINDS APPROPRIATE. AFTER THE MEETING, EAGLEBURGER ASKED KITTANI TO CONVEY TO DEPUTY PRIME MINISTER TARIQ AZIZ THE VICE PRESIDENT'S INVITATION FOR A WASHINGTON VISIT AT A MUTUALLY CONVENIENT TIME LATER THIS YEAR. EAGLEBURGER NOTED THE HEAVY TRAVEL BURDEN OF THE VP IN THE LATER SECRET
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WEEKS OF THE ELECTION CAMPAIGN AS A FACTOR IN WORKING OUT A MUTUALLY CONVENIENT DATE. SHULTZ
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